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''THANKS TO YOU''
from BLOCK and BRIDLE
The club would like to express its gratitude for the support given
contributed in making 1g72-7g another successful year for the club'
TheB|ockandBrid|eC|ubanditsmemberswou|dliketothank
the help theY have given to the cub:
Dr. P. J, Cunningham
Dr. Robert APPleman
Dr. Earl Ellington
Dr. Roger Mandigo
University of Nebraska Animal Science Instructors
and Staff
Knights of AK-SAR-BEN
Judges of Little AK-SAR-BEN
1973 Queen Finalists
Marvin CopPle
Ralston Purina, Regional Office-Omaha
First National Bank, Lincoln
Lincoln National Bank of Commerce
Citizens State Bank of Lincoln
General Tobacco and Candy Co., Lincoln
Lincoln Army & Western Wear
Barth's Drug and Hardware
Cornhusker HolidaY Inn
Commonwealth ComPanY
ANNUAL ADVERTISERS
Union Loan and Savings
Clyde F. Card
Banker's Life
Gale Shields, GatewaY Western
Dennis Storms, Grand lsland
to its projects and activities. This
the following PeoPle and firms for
Lloyd Geweke FamilY
Nebraska Consolidated Breeders and Feeders
Assn.
Howard Pitzer, Ericson
Page TrophY ShoP, Lincoln
Dave Martin, Denton
Clyde Scott, North Platte
Grand lsland Western ShoP
John McCallister, Pres', CHAN
R. B. Warren, Lincoln
Wilson's, Omaha
Twin A CutlerY, Abileene, Kansas
Safeway Stores, Lincoln
Omaha Union StockYards
Cy Winkler
Bill Derrick
Horse Show Class SPonsors
American Stores
Nebraska Farmer
Gooch's Feeds
Lincoln Steel
Norden Laboratories
Linda Page
Jack Voss, Grand lsland, Grand lsland Western
Shop
Leon Olson, Belmont, Double L Corral
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AN ADDRESS FROM THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN
Dear Block & Bridle Members:
with pleasure I again take pen in hand to develop a traditional message for your annual' My plea-
sure stems from the excellence I have seen in you as individuals and as club members during the past
year. The theme of my message to you this year is, "Are you ready to perform in the big ring?" This
relates back to the circus setting where two or three acts perform simultaneously in separate rings be-
fore the audience. The most outstanding acts were located in the most prominent ring. The very
spectacular acts were presented in a big ring before the entire audience'
Today, Nebraska,s animal agriculture is performing in the big ring and attracting the attention of
people throughout the nation and the world. Nebraska is a real leader of the national industry' Meat
and other animal products are being used by the American people in the highest quantities in history
and at the highest prices in history. At least seven different cabinet level officers on President Nixon's
staff have taken action, made announcements or been responsible for action directly affecting the live-
stock industry during the past 12 months. This attention of the executive branch of our national govern-
ment to the livestock industry is unprecedented. All of these things plus many others give animal agri-
culture the highest profile it has had in all of the recent years in American history. As they say at the
circus, animal agriculture is performing in the big ring'
you are soon to become the newest crop of "rookies" or "bonus babies" in the cast of performers
in the big ring. Because you chose to study animal science in preparation for a career, you have the
opportunity to start off your career in the big ring-that's where the animal agriculture performers are
playing now. The challenge of this opportunity is great! The re*'ards for success in the big ring are
the greatest ever! The failures in the big ring are the most conspicuous and spectacular' we knew
when you came to study with us you'd prooanty be playing in the big ring; we didn't know your opening
performance would be there. You are prepared for that opening performance' Your preparation for and
success in future performances depend on how well you do your homework and roadwork in the future'
lf you give your best in preparation and in the performances, the rest of the "cast" will help you suc-
ceed. lf you give less than your best, you are on your own'
The Animal science staff joins me in saying, "You'll know us by our cheers for your great performance
in the big ring."
With best wishes for a great future.
Chairman
Animal Science DePartment
STAFF COMMENTS
To people of the livestock profession-
This year's University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual is the fourth one we have pub-
lished. lt contains the highlights of the B & B club's animal science and community activities.
1972-73 saw the initiation of many new members into our club and enjoyment in every activity
we hosted.
Through the Block and Bridle annual, we are not trying to just promote the University of
Nebraska's club. This annual is to inform you Iivestock people that animal science is a broad
industry with many functions. We want to inform those of you who are livestock lovers, of some
of the students who are learning the essentials of animal science and intend to make the live-
stock business their livelihood. This annual will be distributed to anyone partaking in or inter-
ested in the animal science industry to promote agriculture, the University and the club.
As a staff we wish to thank those few club members who through their efforts made this an-
nual a success. We are also grateful to the Animal Science faculty and staff and also the B & B
advisors for their help. The support of those who advertise in the annual is deeply appreciated
and those businessmen who contributed to make this publication possible should be given a
hearty thanks.
Sincerely,
A n ,1.t 1,.*f J"Q L_/Vr/
Arlyri"Panko, story editor
and
t\, t'// t/ l/ .+rU/h/v4/ / c; l-<zu/
Chris Votaw. ad editor
STAFF: Doug Brand, Barb Young, Andrea Roberts, and Janice Lee.
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OPEN ING
COMMENT
As the year draws to a close, I'd like to take this opportunity to mention what this club has meant
to me this past year, and the three years previous'
Block and Bridle club is a great organization, full of a variety of activities, to which all Animal sci-
ence students should belong. Active membership in this organization gives students the opportunity to
meet and work with other students, as well as becoming better acquainted with other faculty members'
The University of Nebraska has one of the newest, most modern Animal Science facilities, and is staffed
with personnel who are interested in students. Block and Bridle opens the door for better student and
faculty relationships.
This year, our club has not as many members on the roll, but more active members than before' Due
to our new co-chairmanship system, more members are responsible for different tasks, and larger com-
mittees have evolved.
As you read through this annual, you will see that our club is involved in many activities, covering
all aspects of Animal Science, plus community service projects. We offer something for everyone, and
already plans are being made for a new project next year, a softball game and pork roast with the K-State
Chapter. In addition, this summer, our chapter is hosting a national Block and Bridle meeting in con-
junction with the American Society of Animal science Meetings to be held in Lincoln in July. sophomore
Joe steffen and Junior Rodger Richards, have spent much time and effort getting ready for this large
summer event, which will involve B and B students from all states.
All of our clubs accomplishments this year would not have been possible if not for the work of all
the executive committee, the extra time put in by committee chairmen, Dr. Mandigo and his Ham Sales
staff, and last but not least, the advisors, Dr. P. J' Cunningham, Rr' Robert Appleman' and Dr' Earl Elling-
ton. My work has been much easier because of their efforts, and I thank them for their help' The strong
support these people have shown for Block and Bridle makes it the campus leader it is'
Finally, I want to wish the new, 1g7g-74 Officers and Executive committee "the Best of Luck" in their
term and hope the Best for Block and Bridle in the years to come'
i:t,:l,
.:)::
,i.t.
i:,a.,
Sincerely,
oS"..-.r C^A
Doug Brand,
President, Block and Bridle 1972
.;
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"The advisors 'horsing around' at the iudging pavillion."
The 1972-73 Block and Bridle club was very capably advised by Doctors P. J. Cunningham, Robert
Appleman, and Earl Ellington. Dr. Cunningham is our Senior Advisor. He is an Assistant Professor of
Animal Science with a special interest in swine genetics. P. J. did his undergraduate and masters
work at lowa State before obtaining his doctorate degree at O.S.U.
A dairy extension specialist and instructor, Dr. R. D. Appleman is serving his second year as our
advisor. Dr. Appleman did his undergraduate and graduate studies at Oklahoma State University.
Dr. Ellington, a reproductive physiologist, is the club's Junior Advisor. He did his undergraduate
and masters work in Kentucky and received his doctorate in California.
Each of these instructors devotes much of his time in helping the club in its activities. B and B
thanks them for their unselfish contributions.
Wry
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left to right
GARY STAUFFER ....'.'.'.'..'Secretary
MAX HOFFMAN ...,...... ............Vice President
TED ACTON ............... ....,......Historian
GARY KUBICEK ..................Treasurer
BILL HAWTHORNE .,..,.,,'".,.A9 EXEC
RUSS LECHTENBERG .......... MATS1AII
DOUG BRAND .,PTESidENt
BOB HARMS ............,... ...........'Program Chairman
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front, kneeling
FRED MEYER (Little Ak-Sar-Ben), JOHN DIEDRICHSON (Pubticity), JOE STEFFEN(ASAS), MONTE STAUFFER (App. Show), |VAN SOPER (e.H. Show).
standing
DAVE DAWES (Livestock Contest), BRUCE TREFFER (Kids Day), LARRY SMTTH (Live-
stock Judging), cHRts vorAw (Annual), CRAIG BUESQHER (Ham sates), LyNN
GoDBERSoN (Meat's contest), RoDGER R|oHARDS (ASAS), BARB yoUNG (Kids
DAY), ARLYN PANKO (ANNuAI), DALE MAGNUSON (TouT) CHARLES KRESHEL and
LowELL SOHARDT (Banquet), TERRY wtLKERSON (spring picnic), RANDy KRA-
MER (Steak Fry), KETTH VOLKER (Spring picnic).
tive high
MARK JENSEN (Q.H. Show), KATHY GEIGER (Ham Sales), ERNIE GOTCHALL (Christ-
mas coffee), DlcK HELMS (Tour), DAVE BTERMA (Judging stickers sates).
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ANIMAL SCIENCE FACULTY
11 al\"1 )* I aA
no8 hnn
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
L
o
Frank Baker, Department Chairman
Paul Guyer, Beef Extension
Charles Adams, Meats Research & Teaching
Dale Van Vleck, Visiting Protessor in Genetics
Robert Britton, Biochemistry
Larry Larsen, Dairy Physiology
John Ward, Beet Research & Teaching
Stan Farlin, Ruminant Research & Teaching
Ted Doane, Sheep Research, Teaching &
Extension
10. R. B. Warren, Judging Coach & Horse
Extension
11. P. J. Cunningham, Swine Genefics
12. Mogens Plum, Emeritus in DairY
13. Gordon Dickerson, Breeding & Genetics
14. Phil Cole, Dairy Extension
15. Dave Williams.4-H Extension
16. Vince Arthaud, Beef & Meats
17. Jim Wise, Meats Extension & Teaching
18. E. R. Peo, Jr., Swine Research & Teaching
19. Jim Gosey, Beet Extension
20. Larry Cunditf , USDA Beef Research
21. John Lessmeister, Japanese Training
22. Brad Knapp, USDA Data Processing
23. Jerry Wiess, Posf Doctorate Study
24. Bobby Moser, Swine Extension, Teaching
& Research
25. Robert Appleman, Dairy Teaching & Extension
26. Roger Mandigo, Meats Teaching & Research
27. Dwane Zimmerman, Physiology Research &
Teaching
NOT pfCTURED: William Ahlschwede-Swine Breeding, Martin Alexander-Emeritus in Sheep Production, Marvel L. Baker-
Emeritus in Beet Breeding, Cecil Blunn-Emeritus in Breeding & Geneflcs, F. E. Eldridge-Dairy Breeding, Earl Ellington-
Beef Physiology, Keith Gilster-Beef & Swlne Production, Philip Kelly-Dairy, Terry Klopfenstein-Ruminant Nutrition, C. W.
Nibler-Dalry Production, Foster Owen-Dairy Nuttition, Terry Schrick-Swlne Production, Andrew Schultze-Dairy Phys-
iology, Yictor Umunna-Fuminant Nutrition.
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N.U. GRAD STUDENTS
Orr) / n;'tqftr'Rp1f,lflrrRfaf,t RRflrn A
1. BILL GOLDNER-Meats
2. GARY WHITE-Ruminant Nutrition
3. TOM SOCHA-Breeding and cenetics
4. JOHN NEWTON-Breeding and Genetics
5. BILL SCHWARTZ-MeaIs
6. BERYLE LANTZ-Swine Physiotogy
7. GARY ZOUBEK-Swine Nutrition
8. CHUCK GRAFF-Ruminant Nutrition
9. PHYL BOURN-Sw|ne Physiotogy
10. BOB MoCORMICK-Ruminant Nutrition
11. ALAN EMSLEY-Breeding and cenetics
12. NORM BARNEY-Rum|nant Nutrition
13. LARRY OLSON-Breeding and Genetics
14. DAVE NOTTER-Breeding and Genetics
NOT PICTURED:
Randy Bartling, Dennis Donovan, Ed Duppong, Bill Fulton, Keith Hansen, Jim Heldt, Vern Krause, John Lesmeister, Tom
Messersmith, Bob Rohan, Whitney Rounds, Bill Schneider, Steve Folstedt, Richard Nelson, Pedro Rivera Kent Helm.
f'\ a tt
15. PHIL GRABOUSKI-Sw|ne Nutrition
16. JERRY POPENHAGEN-MeaIs
17. JIM RABE-Beef Physiology
18. BILL DICKE-Ruminant Nutrition
19. STEVE BIEGERT-Breeding and Genetics
20. KERN HENDRIX-Ruminant Nutrition
21. LORRAINE MAHONEY-Meats
22. flM STAHLY-Swine Nutrition
23. IRV POSEIN-Physiology
24. ROGER BELOHLAVY-MeaIs
25. MIKE CHESNEY-Meats
26. MIKE PROKOP-Rum|nant Nutrition
27. CHUL LEE-Ruminant Nutrition
28. LARRY ERLINGER-Ruminant Nutrition
11
CONGRATULATES
GARY STAUFFER-Page, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
Secretary-1 972-73
Ag Exec Rep-1971-72
Judging Contests-Livestock & Meats
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Teams; Rodeo Club; Ag College Faculty Governance
Committee; Burr Hall Social Chairman, First Floor President; Ag Exec Board; Intramural
Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Softball; Alpha Zeta Member; Gamma Sigma Delta Member;
Junior Meats Judging Contest Winner 1972; AK-SAR-BEN Scholarship; Daniel Bestor
Scholarship; Unicameral Scholarship.
DOUG BRAND-Fremont, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
Annual Editor-1970-71
Treasu rer-1 971-72
President-1972-73
Alpha Gamma Rho; Alpha Zeta; Moorman Scholarship; University of Nebraska Scholarship.
DUANE RUSSELL LECHTENBERG-Butfe, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production) and Ag Education
Block and Bridle:
Marshall-'1972-73
Barn Painting Chairman-1971-72
Little AK-SAR-BEN-5Ih in Beef
Participated in Judging Contests
Alpha Tau Alpha (National Ag Ed Honorary), President-1972-73, Publicity Committee,
Leadership Award 1973, National Conclave Delegate 1972; Alpha Zeta, Membership Co-
Chairman; Eg Econ Club; University 4-H Club; Wool Judging Team-Denver 1973; Intra-
mural Football and Basketball; Feedlot Experience Program 1972, Hatington Feed Yards.
ROBERT W. HARMS-Sterling, Nebraska
Zoology
Block and Bridle:
National Block & Bridle Convention Delegate
Kids' Dairy Chairman-1971-72
Quarter Horse Show Co-Chairman
Honoree Selection Committee
Program Chai rman-1 972-73
Participated in Judging Contests
University of Nebraska Marching Band; Alpha Zeta; University of Nebraska Meds; Baker-
Gooding Scholarship; Bestor Scholarship; B & B Scholarship; Phi Eta Sigma'
CRAIG BUESCHER-Lawrence, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
1972 Ham Sales Co-Chairman
1972 Block and Bridle Dance and Queen
Coronation Co-Chai rman
Fourth Prize Ham Sales Winner (1972)
President of the Newman Center (a Catholic Church Organization); Ag Econ Club Member;
Junior Meats Judging Team.
197 3 ANIMAL SCIENCE GRADS
MARK JENSEN-Saint Edward, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production) and Ag Economics (General)
Block and Bridle:
Quarter Horse Show Co-Chairman-1972-75
Member of Junior Livestock and Wool Judging Team; Union pacificNW Railroad Scholarshio. Scholarship; Chicago
LARRY R. FORBES-patmer, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
Scrapbook
University 4-H Club.
BILL HAWTHORNE-Chadron, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
Ag Exec Representative
Dormitory Government; University of Nebraska Vets-Secretary, Ag Exec Rep; Alpha Zeta_Treasurer; Luther Drake Scholarship; Gamma Sigma Delta HonoLry; ionorc Gonvocation.
DUANE ANDERSON-potter, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
Block and Bridle:
Spring Picnic Chairman-1 970-71
Publicity Chairman-197 1 -72
Ag Men-Co-Sports Chairman, Chaplin, Financial Treasurer; Campus Crusade for Christ;University 4-H Club-House Representative; Alpha Zeta_Chronicler; Atumni Files Com_mittee Chairman; ICC (lnter Cooperative Council)-Coordination Committee Chairman; EastUnion-Public Relations committee; Recreation committee chairman; AK-SAR-BEN Scholar-ship 1970-1973.
LONNY STAHLECKER-Burwet t, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production) and Ag Economics (General)
Biock and Bridle
University of Nebraska Rodeo CIub; Ag Exec Representative; Dorm FloorJudging Team; University of Nebraska Rodeo crub-senior scholarship;Drier Scholarship; lJ6i6s6eral Award.
Officer; Livestock
University Award;
13
CHARLES P. SCHROEDER-Pa/isade, Nebraska
Animal Science (Business and Production Options)
Rodeo Club Member; Alpha Zeta; Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Teams; Ag Exec
Board; Derrick Family Scholarship Award-Livestock Judging.
JAMES DOUGLAS DAMROW-Diller, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle:
Annual & Banquet Committees
Junior Meats Judging Team; Student Assistant 2 Years Burr Hall; Floor Secretary; Student
Assistant Selection Committee; Junior Bar-M and Bar-M; Intramurals; Union Pacific Schol-
arship-1 Year; University Award-3 Years; AK-SAR-BEN ScholarshiP-3 Years,
CHARLES L. KRESHEL-Wilber, Nebraska
Animal Science (Science) and Ag Honors
Block and Bridle:
Banouet Committee Chairman
Participant in Livestock and Meats Judging Contests
President of Burr Hall; Dorm Officer 2 Years; Member of University of
and Senior Meats Judging Teams; Alpha Zeta; Gamma Sigma Delta;
Sophomore Award of Merit from Gamma Sigma Delta Society of Animal
ship Recognition.
Nebraska Junior
Phi Eta Sigma;
Science Scholar-
CLYDE H. AHLSCHWEDE-Barneston, Nebraska
Animal Science (Dairy)
Ag Men-Membership Chairman; Agronomy Club-Publicity Chairman, Banquet Chairman;
University 4-H Club-Vice President, Ag Exec Rep, Corresponding Secretary, Food Stand
Operator, Organizer of Regional and National Collegiate 4-H Conferences; Outreacher's
Singing Group; East Campus Outstate Speakers; Ag Exec Board-Vice President; Ag Ad-
visory Board; College of Agriculture Curriculum Review Committee; U of N Board of
Regent's Student Advisory Committee; ASUN Constitutional Review Committee; Housing
Policy Committee; Alpha Zeta-Membership Chairman; Co-Advisor; 1972 U of N Summer
Orientation Planning Committee; U of N Varsity Dairy Judging Team-1972, Coach-1972-
73:1971-72 Honors Convocation; Gamma Sigma Delta; Union Pacific Scholarship; Regent's
Scholarship; Rogers' Memorial Scholarship; Ralston Purina Scholarship; Dorthea Holstein
Scholarship,
PAUL KNOBBE-WesI Point, Nebraska
Animal Science
Member of Rodeo Club; Member of Block and Bridle Club.
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MICHAEL ROBINSON-Watertoo, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production)
Block and Bridle
Alpha zeta; Gamma sigma Delta; Meats and Livestock Judging Teams; Dorm vice_President; Scholarships and Awards-Alpha Zeta, Gamma Sigmi O6lta.
DANIEL P. COLLTNG-McCook, Nebraska
Animal Science (Science)
Block and Bridle:
Kids' Day
Litt|e AK-SAR-BEN
Ham Sales
Spring Tour
Alpha Zeta; Gamma Sigma Delta; Freshman Co-Advisor; University Regents Alternate, NUPre-Vets,
TED ACTON-Liberty, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle:
Historian
Banquet
Burr Hall Student Assistant.
MAX HOFFMAN-lzV/b er, Nebraska
Animal Science (Science)
Block and Bridle:
Spring Tour Chairman
Little AK-SAR-BEN Reserve Champion Showman j973
Vice-President; Junior and senior Livestock reams, Moorman scholarshio.
DAN SLAGLE-Sargent, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
University of Nebraska 4-H Club-Scholarship Chairman; Inner CityRegent's Scholarship; Bestor Scholarship; Alternate Union pacificSigma Freshman Honorarv.
4-H Leader; Freshman
Scholarship; Phi Eta
JOHN CROOK-Nebraska City, Nebraska
Animal Science (Business)
Block and Bridle
Junior and Senior Meats Team.
GRADUATING SEN IORS
LEROY BROWN
Oxford. Nebraska
Animal Science-(Dairy Option)
U.N. Dairy Judging Team
East Campus Graduation Committee
East Y Vice-President
MICHAEL E. BOOTH
Walton, Nebraska
Ani mal Science-(Production)
ROBERT McGUIRE
Wisner, Nebraska
Ani mal Science-(Production)
JOE C. KREYCIK
Wood Lake, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Range Management)
Army ROTC
Pershing Rifles
Phalanx
Scholarships and Awards:
Veterans of W.W. ll
D.A,R. Minuteman Award
Pershing Rifles Bronze and
Silver Awards
Dean's List
DAVID P. SMITH
Ainsworth, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Ag. Education-(Teaching)
Pershing Rifles
Alpha Tau Alpha
University Rifle Team
Scholarships and Awards:
Ak-Sar-Ben
D.A.R. Minuteman Award
1st Team-Pershing Rifles
GREG SMITH
Milburn, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Busi ness)
Ag. Economics-(Business)
TERRY MADDEN
Harrisburg, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Business)
Ag Economics
DON TIMM
Lyons, Nebraska
Animal Science
Ag Education
East Union
A.S.U.N.
University 4-H Leader
Student Action Front
Scholarships:
Ak-Sar-Ben
Haskell
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Tau Alpha
EMORY PROSSER
Crawford, Nebraska
Ani mal Science-(Production)
Rodeo Club
ORVILLE A. RUHNKE
Jansen, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Business)
i
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GRADUATING SENIORS
DENNIS BRODERSON
Coleridge, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Agronomy-(Crops and Soits Mangt.)
B and B Member
Agronomy Club
Curriculum Review Committee
Course of Study Committee
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Regents Scholarship
Moormans Scholarship
Haskell Scholarshio
Thompson Scholarship
DENNIS A. BAMMERLIN
Millboro, South Dakota
Animal Science-(production)
Ag. Economics-(General)
LARRY L. SMITH
Laurell, Nebraska
Animal Science-(production)
Block and Bridle:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Ham Sales
Spring Tour
Chairman, Livestock Contest
Intramural Football, Basketball
Alpha Zeta
Scholarships:
Football-S.D.S.U.
A.S.A.S.
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Zeta
JAMES J. BAUMAN
Falls City, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Denver Wool Judging Team-1973
ROBERT E. BRUMMELS
Coleridge, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Dairy Option)
Block and Bridle:
Publicity Chairman
Spring Tour
Horsebarn Painting
Ag Men:
1st and 2nd Vice-President
Alpha Zeta:
Scribe
Scholarsh ios:
Ak-Sar-Ben
Baker-Godding Schotarship
RON EIS
Humboldt, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Ag. Economics-(General)
JOHN GRIFFITH
Stapleton, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Science)
Rodeo Club
Scholarships:
Luther Drake
Gamma Sigma Delta
PAUL KAPPELMAN
Burton, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Pershing Rifles-Tactics Officer
Scarlet Beret-Commander
Scholarships:
Gamma Sigma Delta
Four Year ROTC
Airbourne
Dean's List
Distinguished Military Student
Ranger
DAVE RASMUSSEN
North Platte, Nebraska
Animal Science-Ag Honors
Council on Student Life
Ag. Advisory Board
Legislative Liason Committee
Ad Hoc Committee on Student Fees
Varsity Livestock Judging Team
Member:
Phi Eta Sigma
Gamma Sigma Delta
Farm House
Scholarships:
Derrick Family
Moorman's
Union Pacific
Ak-Sar-Ben
Thompson
CRAIG NELSON
Hayes Center, Nebraska
Animal Science
JOHN MAAS
Lincoln, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Livestock Judging Team
Little Ak-Sar-Ben Champion Showman
Block & Bridle
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GRADUATING SENIORS
GARY BERGMAN
Ceresco, Nebraska
Animal Science,
Nebraska Inter-Collegiate Poultry Team
STEVE HARMS
Waverly, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
EUGENE RUSSELL
Orleans, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Agronomy-(Crops and Soils)
Block and Bridle:
Spring Tour
Ag Men
University 4-H
Agronomy Club
Scholarships:
Rural Rehabilitation Grant
University Grant
PHIL ROUBAL
North Bend, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Block and Bridle
Alpha Gamma Rho
Rodeo Club and Team
Jr. and Sr. Meats Team
Jr. and Sr. Livestock Team
CRAIG PHILLIPS
Bertrand, Nebraska
Animal Science-(Production)
Ag Men:
Pledge Trainer
Intramurals
THE EMBLEM
The Block and Bridle Emblem's significant
to club members. lt represents the principles
on which this club is built. Character, sin-
cerity, and a moral life are asked of members
when they join and are depicted in the straight
perpendicular of the "8". The distinct curves
of the "B" are symbolic of the social pleasure,
mental energy and determination of members.
The meat block represents the material as-
pects of our life. The bridle stands for the
behavior of B & B members, the control over
ourselves that we try to maintain, the manner-
isms and respect we show toward others and
the way which we treat animals.
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1972 BLOCK AND BRIDLE
The 17th annual University of Nebraska Quarterhorse Show v,as held on Thursday and Friday, April
13 and 14, at the State Fair Grounds in Lincoln.
A total of 27 classes were included in the sho"v (12 halter classes and l5 performance classes).
There were 290 entries in the entire show including open and novice cutting classes.
Marvin Copple of Lincoln donated a trophy saddle which was awarded to the best all around Quarter
Horse. To win the saddle, required that the horse participate in both halter and performance classes.
The saddle contributed greatly to the success of the show.
The Quarter Horse Show Chairman was Dan Witthuhn and the judge for the show was Mr. Jack Kyle
from Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
GRAND CHAMPION MARE-"Chubby's Dott" is
Pitzer ot Ericson, alter being selected Champion
sents Pitzet his trophy.
pictured with her owner Howard
Mare. Queen Kathy Geiger pre-
GRAND CHAMPION STALLION-Owned by H. J. Wiescamp of Atamosa, Cotorado,
"Skip 'N Go" was named champion staltion at the show.
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QUARTERHORSE sHow
GRAND CHAMPION GELDING
"Handi Reed C" owned by Amy Farn-
ham of Elkhorn, Nebraska, is shown
here receiving the trophy and ribbon
tor champion gelding from Queen
Kathy Geiger.
TOP ALL AROUND HORSE
"Mr. Black Bird 101" owned by
Fletcher Birney lrom Castle Rock,
Colorado was named the Overall Win-
ner of the show. He is shown here
receiving the trophy saddle donated
by Marv Copple, Lincoln, from Queen
Kathy Geiger and Quarterhorse Show
Chairman Dan Witthuhn.
Taking it easy at the announcers
stand are from lett: Jim Sears, Doug
Brand and President Bill O'Hare.
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MORE ACTION AT THE QUARTERHORSE SHOW
Outside donations were received from various
individuals and organizations. They in-
cluded:
Purina, Omaha
First National Bank, Lincoln
National Bank of Commerce, Lincoln
General Tobacco & Candy Co., Lincoln
Holiday Inn, Lincoln
Barth's Drug and Hardware, Lincoln
Lincoln Army & Western Wear Store.
Lincoln
Citizens State Bank, Lincoln
Ribbon Donors-
Howard Pitzer, Ericson
Linda Page, Lincoln
Dave Martin, Denton
Clyde Scott, North platte
Jack Voss, Grand lsland
John McOallister, Omaha
Professor R. B. Warren, Lincoln
Members of the office crew were always busy.
Dan Witthuhn, chairman of the euarterhorse
Show, announces the next c/ass.
Queen Kathy Geiger brightened
handed out ribbons and trophies.
up the shouz as she
BLOCK and BRIDLE
The University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Club held its annual Appaloosa Horse Show on Sun-
day, April 16, 1972. The show was held at the State Fairground's Coliseum in Lincoln. Mr. Jack Cook of
Benton, Kansas judged the show and Mr. Gary Stauffer was the ringman.
Expenses for the show totaled $1,980.00. Income from entry fees and ribbon donations were
$2,345.00. This left the show with a net profit of $365, which was split according to our agreement with
the Nebraska Appaloosa Horse Club, who furnished the trophies.
This year's show had a total of 313 entries from the 158 exhibited at our show, which made it bigger
than last year.
Due to the work of Chairman Randy Guill the Appaloosa Horse Show went off smoothly and was a
big success.
GRAND CHAMPION STALLION-Jerry Pabst
presented a trophy by Queen Kathy Geiger
Hands," Champion Stud.
of Colby, Kansas is
for exhibiting "Big
GRAND CHAMPION MARE-"Mighty Hold Tight," a mare owned by
Sheva Chess ol Woodstock, lllinois was champion mare.
APPALOOSA SHOW
TOP
PER FORAAANCEQueen Kathv Geioer presents trophy to ,,MightFred's" exhibitor." nle iiii'pi"'iiriuls ownea oyMcAdams Ranch of Dunning,' Nenraiia.
Ringman Gary Stauffer and Judge Jack Cook dis_cuss fhings before the next clasl.
HORSE
"Tom Flash Jr.', owned by Bill Coats of Juniata,Nebraska was the tqp pe-rformance horse.
2ll,:y:: of th,e Appatoosa Horse Show Randy\zuilr oDserves how the action is going.
GRAND CHAMPION GELDING
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1972.73 BTOCK AND BRIDLE PROGRAM REVUE
SEPTEMBER 16
OCTOBER 5
OCTOBER 19
NOVEMBER 2
NOVEMBER 16
DECEMBER 7
JANUARY 18
FEBRUARY 1
FEBRUARY 15
MARCH 1
MARCH 15
APRIL 5
APRIL 19
Bob Harms, program chairman, introduced the faculty and showed slides
of the club's activities for any prospective members' benefit. Chef Mandigo
and his crew served three roasted pigs to members, faculty and guests'
Rodger Richards and Joe Steffen, chairmen of the ASAS Convention com-
mittee, showed slides and told about their summer trip to the American
Society of Animal Science meeting in Virginia.
Alan Krivohlavek, a swine breeder from Dorchester, Nebraska, told mem-
bers about his swine facilities and operation.
A film was presented on beef production in lowa. lt is currently being
shown to consumers around the country explaining the cattlemen's story
for promoting beef.
Dr. Keith Gilster, Extension Specialist at the University of Nebraska, spoke
on livestock development in Nebraska.
Dr. Bob Stear, from Norden Laboratory, gave a talk on calf scour vaccine,
its limitations and ootential.
Jerry Weiss, graduate student at the University of Nebraska, showed slides
and told members about the different breeds of cattle and swine he saw
on his trip of Europe.
Discussion centered around queen coronation and spring tour.
Jim Meisinger, a resident of Lincoln, spoke on raising and training Arabian
horses.
Dr. Norman Kruse, Nebraska State Veterinarian, spoke on shipping animals,
and diseases of livestock in Nebraska.
USDA Specialist, Dr. T. M. McCalla, from the Agronomy Department, re-
ported on feedlot run-off and the problems associated with it'
E. H. Shoemaker, North Platte resident and member of the National Cattle-
men's Tax Committee, showed us some insights to the tax and legal system
and how it affects the farmers and ranchers.
M. D. Shepherd, rancher at Hyannis, Nebraska, gave an interesting talk on
his set-up in ranching with specific interests in Exotic Breeds, particularly
the Simmentals.
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B AND B LIVESTOCK CONTEST
TEAM AWARD TO BURR HALL
Mr. Cy Winkler of Alliance presents High Team
Award to Burr Hall representatives Monte Stauffer
and Charles Kreshel.
Mr. Robert Stowell of Ord, representing the Ge- Mr. Russ Kendall of ConAgra (Nixon and Co.) pre-
weke Family, presents Junior Contest Winner senfs Kenf Helm with watch as Rick Larson looks
Charles Kreshel with his awards. on.
April 22, 1972 was the Block and Bridle Livestock Contest at the Judging Pavillion. Bruce Rickert-
son, Lexington, was chairman of the event, in which 132 individuals and 8 teams participated. The con-
test had a junior and senior division, with both sections taking part in an evaluation session. Junior
members answered questions on five classes whereas seniors gave reasons.
The livestock was well presented for the contest by "Roger Bell and his Horsebarn Crew," while
Coach R. B. Warren olaced the officials on the classes.
Bruce and his committee tallied results immediately following the contest, and all ribbons were pre-
sented at the Spring Picnic the following afternoon. Trophies, plaques, watch, and cash awards were
presented at the Honor's Banquet at May 4.
In the Senior Division, the top three judges, in order, were Kent Helm of Danbury, Rick Larson of
Potter, and Dave Rasmussen from North Platte. Kent was a multiple winner receiving $50.00 check from
the Don Geweke Memorial, a watch from Nixon and Co., and a plaque from Union Stockyards Co.
The Geweke Memorial and Union Stockyards also provided the winnings for Rick Larson, who was
second in the contest by only one point. Dave Rasmussen was the recipient of the third place plaque.
Charles Kreshel of Wilber was the big winner in the junior contest as his first place effort netted him
a Union Stockyards plaque and $25.00 Geweke Memorial check. Runner-up, Leon Wissman, of Falls City,
received a plaque.
In the team division, Burr Hall continued it's winning way by capturing the Cy Winkler Travelling Team
Award for the fourth consecutive year.
Block and Bridle provided the ribbons for all divisional and overall individual and team placings.
Special thanks for their support goes to:
Mr. Charles O. Rourke and Union Stockyards of Omaha; Mr. Russ Kendall and Nixon and
Company, Omaha; The Don Geweke Memorial Fund and Mr. Cy Winkler of Alliance.
MEATS JUDGING CONTEST
The 1973 Block and Bridle Meats Contest was held on February 24, 1973. The contest was held at
Wilson Packing Company in Omaha and 19 junior contestants and 14 senior contestants competed in
the contest. Classes of beef, pork, and lamb carcasses and beef wholesale cuts were judged. Quality
and yield grading was also completed. Junior division contestants answered questions to selected
classes and senior contestants completed written reasons followino the contest.
OV ERALL JUN IOR CONTESTANTS
1st-Larry Linden
2nd-Neil Betty
3rd-Dave Dawes
4th-C, A. Phillips
Sth-Dale Magnuson
6th-Peg Karlberg
7th-Grant Porter
8th-Gary Stauffer
9th-Joe Larson
10th-Andrea Roberts
Meats Contest Chairman Lynn Godbersen checks over the
hats to be worn bv the contestants.
Junior contestants check
guest/ons.
OV ERALL SEN/OR CONTESTANTS
1st-Charles Kreshel
2nd-Dave Janovec
3rd-Dean Batie
4th-Gary Kubicek
Sth-Dennis Hentzen
6th-Lynn Godbersen
7th-John Crook
8th-Monte Stauffer
9th-Greg Robinson
1Oth-Kathy Geiger
From left: Group
and Chuck Graff
Leaders Lynn Crandall, Roger Belohlavy,
with the official tor the contest. Jim Wise.
over their placings and answets to
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1972 BLOCK AND BRIDLE
Block and Bridle club cited many of its members of outstanding achievement in schorarship and::':';f"':il; ff"H;",."J::,r,y:*;w,:rT:nilTffi,:#"#r:i:";",0"o,-p"i"ii,,'ini,'"r
1972 B AND
RETIRING ADVISOR PLAQUE
Dr. Roger Mandigo, Waverly
SENIOR MERIT TROPHY
Phyllis Bourn, Lexington
SENIOR WORKHORSE
John Kastanek, Wilber
JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP
Bob Harms, Sterling
SOPHOMORE ACTIVITIES AWARD
Gary Kubicek, Witber
HONORARY MEMBERSHIPS
Dr. Cecil Blunn, Lincoln
Sue Vieregger, Springfield
Dr. Andrew Schultze, Eagle
BILL DERRICK AWARD
Chuck Graff, Bancroft
Roger Kubicek, Wilber
B AWARDS
9RAND CHAMP|ON SHOWMAN,Little AK-SAR-BEN
John Maahs, Waverly
CHAMPION BEEF SHOWMAN
Ronny Morgan, Burwell
CHAMPION SWINE SHOWMAN
John Maahs, Waverly
CHAMPION SHEEP SHOWMAN
Bill Gergen, Geneva
:qryLol LtvESrocK JUDGTNGCONTEST WINNERS
Kent Helm, Danbury
T.gi{fiERUP, SENTOR L|VESTOCKJUDGING CONTEST
Rick Larson, potter
{qrylgl _LrvESrocK JUDG I NGCONTEST WINNER
Charles Kreshel, Wilber
CHAMPION LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAMBurr Hall
Robert W. Harms of Sterling receives a check fromBob Wheeter of Wits.on 
.Cirtitiei F;;;"- as recipi-ent of the Junior Activities nwarA.-'""
shown accepting hisJopnomore Activities
G.ary Kubicek of Wilber is
c.heck as recipient of theAward.
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HONOR'S BANAUET
W. W. "Bill" Derrick, longtime U of N Animal Hus-
bandman and Judging Team Coach, presenfs the
Bill Derrick Award to Chuck Graff of Bancroft and
Roger Kubicek of Wilber.
Lynn Holden of Walnut, Calif ., receives a watch
trom Senator Willard Waldo of DeWitt tor high
scholastic achievement.
Bob Bishop, f rom Nebraska Farmer, presents John
Kastanek of Wilber a watch as recipient of The
Senior Workhorse Award.
Chuck Graff and Larry White give a box of cigars
to Prolessor R. B. Warren, Senior Livestock Judg-
ing Team Coach.
Club President Bill O'Hare presenfs Dr.
Blunn, Protessor of Animal Science at U ot
Honorary Membership.
Cecil
N, an
Phyllis Bourn of Lexington receives the Senior
Merit Trophy from President Bill O'Hare.
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RO BERI H AR/4S
JUNIOR
SCHOLARSH IP
AWARD
Nebraska Chapter of Block and Bridle's 1972 Junior Scholarship Winner was Robert Harms of Sterl-
ing, Nebraska. In achieving this great honor, Bob has maintained a 3.7 grade point average while par-
ticipating in a number of outside activities.
Bob's B and B activities include: Chairman of our first annual Kids' Day, assistance and co-chairman-
ship in the Appaloosa and Quarter Horse shows, and participation in Spring Picnic, Honoree Selection
and money raising projects. In his junior year, Bob was Assistant Marshall and this year served the
club as Program Chairman.
Outside activities are important in selection as Junior Scholarship winner, for this individual repre-
sents Nebraska at National competition, where these activities are important. While at Nebraska, Bob
has served as a member of the Burr Hall Bar-W Council, President of district and treasurer of a Five-
State Luther League Chapter, has been elected to Alpha Zeta, was a member of the Cornhusker March-
ing Band, and worked in the Animal Science Department.
Numerous scholarships have been awarded to Bob. Some of them include:
Daniel S. Bestor
Baker-Gooding
Baker-Gooding and
Tom and Martha Wake.
Upon graduation from the University, Bob intends to enter Medical School at University of Nebraska
in Omaha.
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/4/SS PHYLL BOURN
SEN IOR MERIT
TROPHY WINNER
A prominent campus leader, Miss Phyllis Bourn, was selected as Nebraska Block and Bridle Club's
Outstanding Senior. A well-deserving honoree, Phyll, devoted much time and effort to the Club. During
her senior year she was secretary of the Nebraska Chapter, chairman of the Christmas Coffee for Fac-
ulty and Staff and was a member of Ham Sales, Kids' Day, and Honoree Selection Committees. In addition,
she worked on the Yearbook, Spring Tour, Quarter Horse Show, Appaloosa Horse Show and Steak Fry
Committees. She was recipient of the Work Horse Award her junior year. During her sophomore year, she
was a candidate for Miss Block and Bridle, and a contestant in the Block and Bridle Livestock Judging
Contest. She was especially helpful on Block and Bridle Committees such as Steak Fry, Ham Sales,
Banquet, Quarter Horse Show, and Appaloosa Horse Show.
Phyll was a participant in student government and other activities. Her freshman year, she vvas voted
Burr Hall Freshman Activities Award, Miss Burr Hall, and a member of Bar-W Council. She was also a
member of Kernels, University 4-H, East Union Committee chairman, and East Campus Toastmasters.
During her sophomore year, she was elected Social Chairman of Burr Hall, served on Bar-W Council,
was social chairman of Inter-dormitory Association, active in All University Fund, served on East Union
Program Council, helped with ASUN Elections, and served on the publicity committee and assisted rodeo
secretary for the University of Nebraska Rodeo Association. During her junior year, Phyll was president
of East Union, Program Council, Rodeo Club recording secretary, University of Nebraska Junior Meats
Judging Team and a member of Students for Tiemann. Phyll was Rodeo Club Corresponding Secretary,
a Board of Director for Nebraska Union, East Campus Coordinator for Presidential Candidates for ASUN
Election, Cornhusker staff member, Junior Advisor to Freshman in Pre-veterinarySciences and a member
of the Senior Meats Judging Team her senior year.
Phyll is presently working toward her Masters of Science Degree at the University of Nebraska. She
is doing her graduate work in reproductive physiology.
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PORTRAIT PRESENTATION
The 1972 Block and Bridle Honoree was Mr. Joe
Watson, Cuming County Extension Agent and longtime
Nebraska livestock leader. Mr. Watson was active in
livestock promotion and 4-H Club work, and had or_
ganized the Cuming County and eastern Nebraska area
into a great livestock production and processtng area.
Due to his untimely death one week prior to his Honor's Banquet, Joe Watson was honored postnum-
ously at a club meeting on September 21,1972. Mrs. Joe Watson and daughter, Magdalene peterson,
were present to receive the portrait from Dr. Frank Baker, Chairman of the Animal Science Department.
Mr. Watson's picture now hangs in the Hall of Fame Gallery i;r Marvel Baker Hall.
REPRESENTATIVES OF B&B
AT VIRGINIA POLYTECH
When classes end for the summer, most Block and Bridle activities cease. This year the club, to-
gether with the Knights of AK-SAR-BEN, sponsored the trip for the appointed co-chairmen and five
students to attend the national American Society of Animal Science meetings. The Nebraska chapter
of B & B is one of the few chapters in the United States that sends representatives each year. Going on
the trip this year were co-chairmen Rodger Richards and Joe Steffen, seniors Ted Acton and Dave
Kasl, and Juniors Gary Kubicek, and Fred Meyer, and Sophomore Monte Stauffer. Senior adviser Roger
Mandigo also made the trip to Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University at Blacksburg, Vir-
ginia. The trip provided some interesting stops in eastern United States plus four educational days spent
at Blacksburg.
At Virginia Polytech, the representatives took part in presentations of research papers, toured the
VPI campus and attended the National Block and Bridle meeting. In addition to meeting students from
other chapters, club members showed slides and exchanged ideas about their chapters at this meeting.
The convention was very interesting and the delegates gained some general knowledge about the meet-
ing and gathered ideas for planning the national ASAS meeting to be held next year in Lincoln, Ne-
braska.
Some of the stops enroute and returning home from Blacksburg included St. Louis, Williamsburg
and Washington, D.C., where the students visited some interesting places.
The Reps-From left-Dave Kasl, Monte Stauffer,
Joe Steffen, Rodger Richards, Fred Meyer, Gary
Kubicek, and Ted Acton.
1'.
The Old Capitol of Virginia was another stopping
place for the representatives.
The Washington Monument in Washington, D.C.
Delegates viewed fhls sfee/ plant at Pittsburg.
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YOUTHFUL EXHIBITORS RECEIVE AWARDS
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Waverly FFA Chapter was again named Outstand-
ing FFA Chapter trophy recipient at the Nebraska
State Fair by the University Block and Bridle Club.
Michael Tvrdy, Waverly, accepts the trophy from
Block and Bridle President Doug Brand of Fremont.
Buss Lechtenberg of Butte p/esents Deb Rickert-
sen, 17, of Lexington with a trophy from the Block
and Bridle Club for having the winning entry in
fhe Sfate Fair 4-H Lamb Carcass Confesf.
George Grafton, 18, of Peru is recipient of the
Block and Bridle trophy for having the winning
entry in fhe Sfate Fair 4-H Beef Carcass confest.
Pictured with him is Block and Bridle Treasurer,
Gary Kubicek of Wilber.
Block and Bridle Marshall Russ Lechfenberg pre-
sents F.F.A. member Dan Walla a trophy for his
Grand Champion Open Class Lamb Carcass. Dan
is a member of the Raymond Central F.F.A. Chap-
ter.
w \,"r
wtr'$s*
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FALL STEAK FRY 
-f72
The Block and Bridle Club held their annual Steak Fry on September 14, 1972. Approximately 180
people were served three roasted pigs. Of the 180 people,76 members of the club were present. Dr.
Mandigo was th chef and club members helped serve the food. The roast pork cost the club $144.06.
' 
--'/ \,
Dr. Mandigo, oLtr chef, prepares fo carve more
meat trom the pig.
i,i!,i*rt t !;il#it:rri#,i
Chef and club members serve the tood.
KIDSI DAY I,72
Introducing approximately 100 inter-city 4-Hers to the animals on the farm, publicizing the club, and
promoting the livestock industry was the goal of the Block and Bridle's second annual "KIDS'
DAY." This community service program, under the direction of Bruce Treffer and Barb Young, involved
members by going out into the designated areas of Lincoln with their cars and returning with loads of
kids and showing them the display of farm animals other members had arranged. Even though it rained
all day, we were still able to have our barnyard in the Judging Pavillion. In our barnyard were a milk
cow and calf, bucket calf, steer, ewe and lamb, feeder lambs, feeder pigs, a pony, yearling colt, goat,
guinea pigs, and a cat and kittens. Winding up the afternoon with refreshments, the children relurned
home. The afternoon experience was an enjoyable and knowledqeable one for all.
Posing for a picture with the goat are Advisor Dr. P. J. Cunningham's boys, Sfeven and David. All of the
children enioyed petting the animals, in addition to leading and riding the Shettand pony and leading the
bucket calf.
,i:ifi.rrii
tirMi
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BTOCK AND BRIDLE SHOWMANSHIP CONTEST
The 1972 LITTLE AK-SAR-BEN Showmanship Contest, held in conjunction with Animal Science Alumni
Days, was well attended by students, members, parents, friends, and staff on October 27. Chairman
Fred Meyer entered contestants. Announcer Gary Stauffer showed his oratory prowess during the con-
test. Ringman Gary Kubicek directed animals in the ring, and Queen Kathy Geiger handed out plaques
and ribbons.
The committee of judges selected the over-all winner from individual species winners. Grand Cham- I
pion Showman was Jamie Kruse, Genoa, after topping all sheep contestants, and Max Hoffman, Wilber,
won the swine showmanship title before being selected Reserve Grand Champion Showman. f
Other winners were-
Mark Schroeder, West Point
Scott Brady, Kearney
Janice Lee, Omaha
Doug Brand, Fremont
Dick Wilson, Kearney
Les Denning, Central City
Mark Schroeder, West Point
Judges tor the events were-
Bob Fritchen, Concord
Don McOlure, Mead
Jerry Snide, Valley
Champion Dairy Showman
Champion Beef Showman
Champion Horse Showman
Reserve Sheep Showman
Reserve Swine Showman
Reserve Dairy Showman
Reserve Beef Showman
Swine
Sheep
Dairy
Jerry Cunningham, Broadwater Reserve Horse Showman
Cliff Johnson. Council Bluffs. lowa Beef
Don Kimbrough, Geneva Horses
The Knights of AK-SAR-BEN sponsored' the plaques and ribbons and cash awards were given by i
the Block and Bridle Club to the winners.
I
In the hilarious Professor's Hog Drive that took place during intermission, professors drove their en-
tries before the audience. The judges were Dr. Kruse, Genoa and Mrs. Bob Volk, Arlington. First place
was awarded to R. B. Warren after a long discussion by the judges.
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THE TOP SHOWMEN
GRAND CHAMPION SHOWMAN-Jamie Kruse of Genoa receives the plaque and ribbon donated by
AK'SAR-BEN for being Overalt Grand Champion Showman. Jamie uzas a/so Champion Sheep showman.
She is pictured with Robert Volk, Assistanf General Manager of AK-SAR-BEN and eueen Kathy Geiger.
Max Hoffman of Wilber won Reserve Champion Honors with this Crossbred gilt.
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ACTION AT LITTLE AK.SAR.BEN
" :,,
Scott Brady, Kearney, receives the Champion Beel
Showman Award from Robert Volk and Queen
Kathy Geiger.
Mark Schroeder, West Point, was the Champion
Dairy Showman.
Announcer Gary Stauffer, Larry Smith and Chair-
man Fred Meyer contemplate who the winner will
be.
Janice Lee, Omaha, receives the Champion Horse
Showman Award from Chairman Fred Mever and
Queen Kathy Geiger.
Club members Mark Jensen and Bob Harms clean
up the arena between c/asses.
Professors whoop it up at the hog drive.
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Ham Sates n",r",g-$.9f_17.25 in the 1972money_making project. This year the crub sord 24,7g0pounds of Hormet c_u.ie_e1 H;;.. ; & L memb"r.and queen contestants ,ofo wno]fe"h;r., for g1.58per pound and hatf ha.ms were 
"oroloi $1.60 perpound. Ham Sates cnairmen 6lul'"*urr, CraigBuescher, and Kathy_ c"iguirpu;'i"l.,t, hours atthe Meat Lab weighrng and checking out hams.
Block and Bridte Ctu!,ngmb.ers so/d Hormet Cure-l,r"!"rt to raise funds for tn"- 
"tu'i,i'iunv activi_
1972 HAM SALES
a,nd Bev Johnson receiveKathy Geiger and Craig
University of Nebraska Block and Bridle crub this year derighted members of a rocar Lincorn, Ne_
braska hostel with christt"t nut''-tlncaster offices of the Mentaily n"r"ra"o (L.MR) were presented:fi1::#i;:lfl"ff,i: i1,:liffi;il #;"; # Kathy e"ig", iil ,,u,. were siven as the
Ham Chairman Craig, Buescher offers a ham b
i? [ I : : : : :X :,^ 11t 13 x; ; 1 i^" i 
";i ;, J'" " R o h I e d e ras houseparents deorse and a", jinrr"{fozifzii
Housep-arents George
nams from Chairmen
Huescher.
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B and B CHRISTMAS COFFEE
Animal Science instructors and staff were honored for their hard work with ooodies at the B and B
Christmas Coffee.
Approximately 175 staff members and students attended the brunch in Marvel Baker Student Library
on December 13, 1972.
To promote our annual ham sales, the club served Hormel Cure 81 ham, several varieties of cheese
and coffee.
The project, headed by Chairman Ernie Gotschall, gave students a chance to socialize with staff mem-
bers and was very successful.
With mouths open wide, staff members devour the
appetizers.
Which do I think is fhe besf.
{
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QUEEN CORONATION DANCE
The 1973 Block and Bridle Queen Coronation and Rock Dance was held February g, 1g7g, at East
Union. ln one of the closest contests in years, Miss Barb Young of Hyannis was named ',Miss Block and
Bridle"' Other contestants in this year's contest were Chris Votaw, Diane Hindley, Debbie Lechtenberg,
Carma Rickertsen, and Lori Chace. 1972 Queen, Miss Kathy Geiger, crowned the new queen.
Ham Sales Chairmen Dave Kasl and Craig Buescher announced the queen and the runners up, in
addition to the top five ham salesmen. The winners and their awards were:
1. Rodger Richards 
..........Martin 22 Rifle2. Gary Kubicek ............. 
.......Kodak pocket Camera3. Kathy Geiger 
............$20.004. Craig Buescher .......... 
.....$15.005. Fred Bruning ............. 
......$10.00
This years dance was sponsored jointly with East Union, and was the largest ever, with over 400persons in attendance. Excellent music was provided by the ,,Elastic Band.',
A camera, gun, watch and array
of trophies awarded to the inili-
vidual winners at the 1973 Coro-
nation Dance. (ABOVE)
Rodger Richards, who sold
$3,447.47 worth of hams and was
top salesman, receives Marlin 22
from Dave Kasl. (LEFT)
Queen candidates Carma Rick-
ertsen, Chris Votaw, and Barb
Young with their trophies.
(RtGHT)
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1973 BLOCK AND BRIDLE QUEEN FINALISTS
Finalists and queens trom left to right: Lori Chase, Carma Rickertson, Diane Hindley, 1973 B and B queen
Barb Young, 1972 B and B queen Kathy Geiger, ChrisVotaw, and Deb Lechtenberg.
A friendly, well-liked and respected college coed, Miss Barbara Young of Hyannis, was crowned 1973
Block and Bridle Queen February 9, at the Winter Dance. Barb is the 20-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Young of Broken Bow.
The Queen is a junior majoring in animal science with dual options in production and business. In
addition to being a committee chairman in Block and Bridle, Barb is recording secretary for Rodeo Club.
She is a former 4-H member and is currently an assistant leader. Barb is employed by the Animal Sci-
ence Department where she works as a secretary. After graduation, Barb plans to remain active in the
livestock industry.
The other finalists were:
Lori Chace, a sophomore from Laurel, is majoring in Home Economics Education. She is an East
Union Committee Chairman, a member of Tassels and is officer of Gamma Phi Beta. She is the daugh-
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Walter Chace.
A sophomore majoring in elementary and special education, Diane Hindley represented Kappa Delta.
Diane is treasurer of her sorority, a member of University of Nebraska 4-H, and the Council on Student
Life Committee. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Hindley.
Debbie Lechtenberg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Lechtenberg of Butte represented Pound Hall.
Debbie is a sophomore majoring in human development and is active in the College of Home Economics
and in her dorm government.
Carma Rickertson, a sophomore majoring in human development, represented Alpha Delta Pi. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chris Rickertson of Lexington. Carma is a former 4-H member, and is
pledge trainer for her sorority.
Chris Votaw, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Votaw of Wellfleet, represented Alpha Chi Omega. She
is an officer in her sorority, a committee chairman in Block and Bridle, and is active in Rodeo Club, the
Nebr. Jr. Angus Association, and the Nebr. Junior Stock Growers.
:::::i:
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MISS BARB YOUNG
BLOCK and
1973
BRI AUEEN
s
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NUMBER STICKER SALES
Dave Bierma of North Platte was chairman of number
sticker sa/es, a new proiect taken on by the Block and
Bridte Club this year. Sets of numbers, numbered trom
1-4 were sold and are still being sold to anyone in
Nebraska who wants them to use in iudging contests'
REPORT from
NATIONAL BLOCK AND BRIDLE
professor R. B. Warren, National B & B First Vice-president and livestock judging coach, Jim Wise,
meats judging team coach and members of the meats and livestock judging teams attended the National
Block and Bridle Meeting. The annual business meeting was held during the Chicago International
Livestock Exposition in November. Ted Acton, club historian, saw the club's scrapbook place fifth.
Phyllis Bourn, Senior Merit Trophy winner from the Nebraska Chapter, received honorable mention
and Bob Harms, Junior Scholastic winner, placed fourth nationally. The Nebraska Chapter received
honorable mention in over-all activities.
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OKLAHOMA
HIGHLIGHTS SPRING TOUR!
With forty-eight students, Dr. Baker, and three advisors, the 1973 Block and Bridle Spring tour left
Lincoln at four a.m., March 23, tor a four day jaunt in Kansas and oklahoma' over 1,350 miles were
covered by the Arrow bus and station wagon, as Animal science-oriented students visited livestock op-
erations, research centers, and related industries'
As in the past, freshmen initiates had free transportation on the tour, with active members earning
their trip through ham sales. This year, special guests on the tour included B and B Queen Barb Young'
eueen candidates Diane Hindley and Debbie Lechtenberg, and Dr. Frank Baker, Department chairman'
The three advisors, Drs. Appleman, Cunningham, and Ellington served as tour sponsors'
Dale Magnuson, Laurel, and Dick Helms of Holbrook, together with Dr. Appleman, arranged a tour
that had special interest stops for everyone. From shepler's western Store in wichita, Kansas, to Her-
rington Feedlots, every place visited was good, and enjoyed by all. And when things got a little dull on
the bus, there was always card games or a rousing chorus of "Dead' Skunk in the Middle of the Road"'
led by Craig Buescher.
The tour itinerarY was as follows:
SATURDAY, 3/24, DEPART 4 A.M. (Marvel Baker
Hall)
ItinerarY
Lincoln to Salina, Ks.-Breakfast
Salina to Arkansas CitY, Ks.-Lunch
DEVORE'S SWINE
Arkansas City to Stillwater, Oklahoma
Arrive: 4 p.m.; Lodging: HolidaY Inn
SUNDAY, 3/25, DEPART 7:30 A.M.
oKLA, STATE UNIVERSITY (K-40)
Stillwater to Oklahoma CitY
Cowboy Hall of Fame and lunch
Oklahoma CitY to Purcell
Green Pastures and Jerry Wells Quarter Horses
Purcell to Pauls ValleY
Limousin Cattle Company of Oklahoma
Arrive Motel: 5:30 P.M.
MONDAY,3/26, DEPART 7:30 A.M.
Pauls ValleY to Elmore CitY
RICHARDSON'S SWINE
Elmore CitY to SulPhur
TURNER RANCH
Aulphur to Ada-Lunch
Ada to Foraker
CODDING RESEARCH
Foraker to Wellington, Kansas
Arrive: 7:30 P.M.
TIJESDAY, 3/27, DEPART 8 A.M.
Wellington to Hillsboro
KLASSEN'S DAIRY
Hillsboro to Herington-Lunch
HERINGTON FEEDLOT
Herington to Manhattan
Bus Tour of Kansas State University
Manhattan to Lincoln
Arrive: I P.M.
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Freshmen Gary Maricle and Dick James find a
friend at Limousin Cattle Company.
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Larry Grundman and Joe Steffen load-up after
touring the Cowboy Hall of Fame.
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,'IN THE CROWD''
''THE TRAIL MASTERS"
Advisor Dr. Appleman and tour guide Dale Mag- Co-Chairman Dick Helms and Advisor Dr. P. J.
nuson. Cunningham.
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Cows, new born calves, and sign
welcome club members to Li-
mousin Cattle Co.
Mr. Bob Felton explains the op-
erations at Turner Heretord
Ranch.
"TR Mainstream," the 1973 Den-
ver Champion Heref ord Bull,
viewed at Turner's.
Stafue at Cowboy Hall of Fame.
Block and Bridle members
Cowboy Hall ot Fame.
Secref negotiations af f er the
" W el I i ngton U pr isi ng."
Dr. Appleman speaks with a
Paul's Valley C. of C. official.
The Codding Research Station proved to be one
of the more interesting and practical sfops on the
tour.
vtew western art at
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SENIOR LIVESTOCK TEAM
NATIONAL BARROW SHOW
TEAM-4th/14
INDIVIDUALS-
Kent Helm-6th
Dave Rasmussen-15th
Rick Larson
Chuck Schroeder
Gary Stauffer
John Maas
Randy Naber
Max Hoffman
Mike Robinson
Doug Brand
AMERICAN ROYAL
TEAM-3rd/20
Sheep-3rd
Hogs-4th
Cattle-5th
Horses-3rd
INDIVIDUALS_
Chuck Schroeder-4th
Phil Roubal-gth
Dave Rasmussen-16th
Rick Larson-33rd
Kent Helm-49th
Gary Stauffer
Mike Robinson
CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL
TEAM-1Oth Overall
Cattle-15th
Hogs-9th
Sheep-17th
INDIVIDUALS_
Kent Helm-
16th Overall
Cattle-10th
Mike Robinson-
Hogs-19th
Dave Rasmussen
Sheep-28th
Phil Roubal
Chuck Schroeder
BACK ROW: Ted Doane, Wool Coach, Dr. Baker, Randy Naber, Max Hoffman, Mike Robinson, Chuck
Schroeder, Kent Helm, Coach R. B. Warren.
FRONT ROW: John Maahs, Doug Brand, Rick Larson, Dave Fasmussen, Ronnie Morgan, Gary Staufler,
Phil Roubal.
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'1972-73 SENIOR MEATS TEAM
Front Row: Denny
Back Row: Coach
Hentzen, Kathy Geiger, Chris Votaw, Dave
Jimmy Wise, Charles Kreshel, John Crook,
Janovec.
Gary Kubicek, and Dr. Baker.
BEEF JUDGING
BEEF GRADING
PORK JUDGING
LAMB JUDGING
OVERALL
INDIVIDUALS
AMERICAN ROYAL
Eighth
Tenth
Third
Fourth
Fourth
Kreshel-7th
Janovec-11th
Hentzen-
4th Lamb Judging
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INTERNATIONAL
Eleventh
Sixth
Eleventh
Third
Seventh
Hentzen-7th
5th Beef Grading
Kreshel-
2nd Lamb Judging
JUNIOR LIVESTOCK TEAM
Left to right: John Crook, Craig Phillips, Kathy Geiger, Gary Kubicek, Neil Betty, Joe Larson, Dale Mag-
nuson, Steve Becker, Gale Henry, Mites Cadwallader, Francis Whidden, Larry Linden, Chris Votaw, Grant
Porter. Dave Dawes, Coaches R' B. Warren and Jim Wise'
NATIONAL WESTERN
Team-12th/23
lnd ividuals-
Whidden-18th
Kubicek-29th
Carload Team-20th
Magnuson-10th
Wool Team-Sth
Porter-6th
FT. WORTH
Team-9th/13
cattle-10th
Sheep-8th
Horses-1 1th
Swine-4th
lndividuals
Betty-16th
Votaw-28th
Larson-36th
Dawes-46th
Becker-61st
Geiger-Alternate
OMAHA MEAT ANIMAL
EVALUATION CONTEST
Team-9th
Meats-5th
Kubicek-5th
Breeding-9th
Whidden
Linder
Betty
Larson
Magnuson
Votaw
Geiger
Kubicek
Becker
Crook
WOOL TEAM
Standing
Russ Lechtenberg
Coach Ted Doane
Jim Bauman
Seated
Al Zumbrunn
Grant Porter
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1973 JUNIOR MEATS TEAM
Front Row: Sfeve Wendell, Stromsburg; Fred Douglas, Merna; Monte Stauffer, Page; Coach Jim Wise.
Back Row: Craig Buescher, Lawrence; Lynn Godberson, West Point;Sfeye Harms, Waverly; Greg Rob-
inson, Waterloo.
SOUTHWESTERN LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION
- 
FT. WORTH 
-
TEAM-sth/10
Beef Grading-1Oth
Beef Judging-3rd
Lamb Judging-8th
Pork Judging-6th
INDIVIDUALS-
Lynn Godberson-Sth
Greg Robinson
Craig Buescher
Steve Harms
Monte Stauffer
Fred Douglas
Steve Wendell
DAIRY JUDGING TEAM-I 972
Back Row: Clyde Ahlschwede, Assf. Coach, Wymore; LeRoy Brown, Oxtord; Dennis Meier, Grand lsland.
Front Row: Robert D. Appleman, Coach; Ron Grabowski, Harbine; Lowelt Mueller, Hooper.
National Dairy Catile Congress
Waterloo, lowa
TEAM:
Fifth in Contest
Fourth in Jerseys, Ayshires,
Milking Shorthorns
Fifth in Holsteins
INDIVIDUALS:
Dennis Meier-Fourth in Contest
Fourth in Jerseys
Ron Grabowski-Third in Mitking
Shorthorns
World Dairy Expo
Madison, Wisconsin
Tenth in Contest
First in Jerseys
Seventh in Holsteins, Guernseys,
Milking Shorthorns
Lowell Mueller-Seventh in Contest
First in Jerseys
Second in Milking
Shorthorn
Fifth in Brown Swiss
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Zyssett, Mervin ............63
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M
Sons ................................54
Duroc, Flampshire, Chester' Yorkshire
Where you get
sound, rugged
performance tested
quality hogs
Backed by Test Station records where i7 head averaged 2.32 pound gains and 2'43 pounds
per pound gain in four different test stations.
Third Place Carcass at 1972 National Barrow Show
Reserve Champion Carcass at 1973 Winter Hampshir'e Conference
One o{ Top Cutting Barrows at Senek Test Station
PIGS tested at four different test stations in three different states
on rhe farm resting where backfat, daily gain and days to 220 pounds are available.
Crossbreds Li,ke Our H*P x Chester Cross lunior Shout Champi'on Barrow
at 1972 Chicago Internati'onal Liaestock Shout
WORK US INTO YOUR CROSSBREEDING PROGRAM
Also Primary Closed SPF Herd-
DUROC AND HAMPSHIRE BOARS AND GILTS AVAILABLE
Look Again lofTl
EVERETT MAAHS & SONS
Rural Route 2
402-488 - 9146
Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
Champion Junior Show Barrow
at Chicago Hamp-Chester Cross
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NEBRASKA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION , INC.
ANd NEBRASKA PORKETTES
"The voice of the Nebraska pork producer"
SALUTES THE NEBRASKA
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
AND ENCOURAGES THE
CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTURE LEADERS OF
THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY
LAFLIN"*il,:J;,.[f Raas
-
^zzf"?*{iZy,{;f:f":J;{";!oEi'J:"':;3;""";";i."tr"?1":fl'",,"records. rhis is now p.rovi-ng' to 'be a winnihg 
"oiniiiiiii as fheseherd sires are transmitting the iize aia gaiiubititv nedaed i  tie-cattte industry today.
HERD SIRES
Emulous L 236 Emulous g91 Emulous 7054 cMS No. 55 Laftin Bardotiermere 716ww. 481 Y' 10s0 c. 4.08 ww. 008 i. ttzo c. 4.0 Wi,ri'seo v. robo -e. g.o- ww. 610 y. 1025 c. 3.5Tail N Emulous 593 TN Emulous 593 Emulous LL 20 Laflin Bard oliermere 724ww' 662 Y1225 c.4.07 ww.622 v. tzzs c.4.or Wr,tr'szo v. ioro c. 3.5 ww.547 y. 1100 c.4.0
The top indexing senior bull at the 1972 spring test at the Black Angus Evatuation Test Center wasout of a LAFLTN HERD SIRE.
Performance testing since 1959
Herd esrablished in 1900
L. E. LAFLI N
GRAB 
"ffitiJir,rEBRAsKA
-
SALUTES
BLOCK and BRIDLE CLUB
come visit
s&w Ranches
we are proud of
DUKE cMs, WINTON cMs & BIG 70 cMs
PURDUM, NEBRASKA
308-834-323s
WAGONHAMMER RANCHES
REGISTERED
8th Annual
Club Calf Sale
in November
Albion, Nebr.
(Bulls For Sale)
Champion Angus Steer
1972 Chicago Internalional
For More Information Contact Wolf Bros. & Reich, Inc.
WAGONHAMMER RANCHES Box 548, Albion, NE. 68620
the
COMMERCIAL
An Example of
The High Ouality
Cattle Produced for
Over 15 Years
(Visitors Welcome)
Performonce Proven Ccrttle
PHONE 402/395-2178
QUATITY YORKSHIRES
FOR SALE
Boars and Gilts
140 Doy Weight
Bsck Fot Probe
Cutout Informotion
Test Stotion Informotion
GOTTFRIED MEIERGERD
AND SONS
WEST POINT, NEBRASKA
Phone: Beemer 402-528-3567 or 402-528-3500
ZELIER BROTHERS
Ravenna, Nebraska
Registered & Commercial
HEREFORDS
TWIN MILTS
ANGUS RANCH
RICHARD & RANDY NELSON
Ansley, Nebrqsko 68814
308-935-3486
Registered & Commercial ANGIJS
I\EBRASKA CHAROLAIS
CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
The Breed That Started It AII
New Members Welcome
1973 OFFICERS
Ralph Ritchey, Norfolk-president
Dean Ash, Arcadia-uice president
Marion Arnold, Trumbull-secretary-treasurer
1973 DIRECTORS
Vic Genfty, Whitman
Ray Arnold, Trumbull
Lyie Schnuelle,Jarsen
Mervin Zyssct, Farnam
Orville Wilson, Burwell
Roger French, Mullen
Lawrence Marshall, Elm Creek
Dutch Rikli, Murdock
For A Chorolais Breeder Directory, Contdct:
Nebraska Charolais Cattlemerr,s Association
MARION ARNOLD. Secretarv
BOX 60,4'
Trumbull, Nebraska 68980
COlAPLI I,AENIS
ol
CARTSON RANCH CO.
LODGEPOLE,
57
NEBRASKA 69149
i,:i.:1;1.yi:;;
ljpsitrfr# ri*{t
Sfflfi f{]li ilL}f5
6P4$O tglgptrt
When you think beef, THINK HEREFORDS, the GREATEST beef breed on earth'
When you think HEREFORDS, think UPSTREAM, they will give you pride and profit.
UPSTREAM RANCH
ALFRED AND FERRAL MEEKS
TAYLOR, NEBRASKA PHONE 308-942'6468
ffiii:
..NABER SPOTS" ROUBAL STOCK FARMS
"Quality than QuantitY"
* Our herd is building a reputation around "on-
the-farm performance" testing by Senekl
tr Our herd has r/o brothers and sisters to the record--' indexins boar over all breeds at Senek. Gain2.78'
Probe .76, Index 226.
ROLAND NABER FAMILY
"Manhandler"
Reserve Champion Nebraska State Sale
herd is based on more
Utica, Nebraska, 68456
402-534-3559
REGISTERED POLLED SHORTHORNS
2l months
Weight
1500,#
SIRES: Pq Do Dynomic Brute ll5th(Pictured ot 2l Months)
Kinnober Leoder 9th (semen)
BULLS & CLUB CALVES BY THESE TWO SIRES
FOR SALE IN THE FALL
LLOYD & PHIL ROUBAL
I mile N.E. of
NORTH BEND, NEBRASKA
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402-652-3488
Test Station
Weight, Probe and
Cut-Out Data
SIOUX EMPIRE FARM SHOW
Champion Carcass
NORFOLK
Reserve Champion Live
Champion Carcass
4th Carcass
MIDWEST MARKET HOG SHOW
Champion Carcass
5th Carcass
1972 sHow WINNINGS
Hom & Loin
46.O1
45.93
44.18
48.37
47.64
Top Quality
Breeding Stock
For Sale
LEA
4.85 sq. in.
7.O
7.3
5.5
6.6
Length
30.3"
30.5
31 .7
30.8
29.5
B.F.
o.7"
1.1
1.1
0.8
1.O
JOHN VOrK & SONS
John, Meredifh, Van & Tim
SPF Hampshires, Yorkshires, Durocs and Pief rains
BATTLE CREEK, NEBRASKA 68715
402-675-5487
Also-Simmenfal Bull Calves and Club Calves For Sale This Year
THE NEBRASKA POTLED HEREFORD ASSOCIATION
the beef breed that has what you want
PROFIT
in the pasture
in the feedlof
in the packinghouse
in the show ring
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD BULLS LEAD THE BREED IN GAIN AND FEED CONVER-
SION AT TESTING STATIONS IN THE AREA.
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD STEERS HUNG UP CHOICE CARCASSES AT THE 1972
NATIONAL WESTERN LIVESTOCK SHOW.
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD STEERS HAVE BEEN CHAMPION HEREFORD STEERS AT
EVERY MAJOR STEER SHOW IN NEBMSKA IN THE LAST 4 YEAR,S.
THE TIME TO
DEHORN
IS BEFORE
THEY ARE BORN.
ANNUAI TOUR'
* July 28 & 29, 1972 *
Southcentro.l Nebrosko Areo
FOR INFORMATION
AND DIRECTORIES
CONTACT:
MARLIN FRENZEN
Secretory-Monoger
Fullerton, Nebr. 68538
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TYNYWTRA FARMS
USING TWO OUTSTANDING POLLED SIRES
BUTTE SPRINGS FREDDY
SUTHERTAND GOTIATH
J & I HUMPHREYS
WOLCOTT RT. 2 INDIANA
219-279-2374 or 279-2507
ROBINSON FARMS
Notionol & Nebrosko Accredited
SPF REGISTERED HAMPSHIRES
Top Quolity Stock For Sole The Yeor Round
,,TESTING AND CUTOUT DATA"
,,MULTIPLE BLOODLINES"
RANDOLPH, NEBRASKA
Phone 402-337-0717
@
5877r
FURBY QUARTER HORSES
HORSES BRED FOR WORK AND
WITH RUNNING BLOODLINES
KING ROPER (Sorrel) P.73,510
Son of Roper Boy-Sire of AGHA Chomps
BERT STAR BANDIT (Boy) 548,624
Son of My Stor Bondit, AQHA Chomp
FURBY POttED
HEREFORDS
HERD BULLS
ANXIETY TRAILBLAZER XI3246658
FPH BANNER ANXIETY 35 XI4804898
MELVIN FURBY
R.R. 3
ALBION, NEBRASKA 68620
402-67&.2419
"\nrlhere quality is higher than the price"
Harold Cerny
4l ol 42 Grsded Number I qt Hormels
The Kind Top Commercial Pork Producers Demand
QUALITY SPF
BOARS 
-
YORKSHIRE
GILTS
Warren Cerny
Route 2-CreIe, Nebr.
826-8198
Route 2-Dorchester, Nebr.
946-2800
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NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION
An Organization Dedicated Io 'fhe Promotion And
Improvement of ANGUS CATTLE In Nebraska
o Strong, active membership o Annual Directory o News/etter
o Field Days o Strong Junior Angus promotion o Recognitions
A N G U S CA RCA S S E S -trp::11t';if"T,!I mY"f:"5T'i:A',otr;^
Annual Nebraska Angus Events
Feb.-Nebraska Angus Futurity Show & Sale,
Fonner Park, Grand Island, Neb.
Junior Steer Show
Junior Futurity Show
Apr.-"Open to the World" Angus Bull Sale,
Atkinson, Neb.
Annual Angus Calf Sale
Nov.-Fall Bull Sale
Valentine, Neb.
Here Are The Reasons Cattlemen
Get Extra Profits With Angus
Require No Dehorning
Hardy, Superior Rustlers
I)isease Resistant
Less Calving Trouble
Excellent Mothers
Best For Crossbreeding
Command Premium Prices
Superior Carcasses
Modern Beef Type
IT PAYS TO KNOW lAORE ABOUT ANGUS
Put an ANGUS in your Future
NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION, INC.
For Information: Percy H. Upton, Secretary-Treasurer
Madison, Nebraska 68748
-e@
BRUNER ANGUS
Richard & Donice Bruner MERVIN ZYSSET
FARNAM, NEBRASKA
308-697-3690 Combridse
NATIONAL AUCTIO}{
SERVICE
COLUMBUS, NEBRASKA
Il()\tl,t ()t,'(Jt'.\t,t.l \. .\.\(it s
OFFERS CONGRATUTATIONS
to
BTOCK & BRIDTE CIUB
Visfors always welcome
DAVID CITY, NEBRASKA
Paul L. Gondringer
Columbus, Nebriska 4OZ-il64-0I64
Galen E. Frenzen
Fullerton, Nqbraska 308-536-2069
Ronald L. Sabata
Bellwood, Nebraska 402-b284662
;'*=":;l,i:,i1
nCHAROLAIs'(f,,,
f.^-t-r-tn Nr-s:,j' 
".^'i 
I ],
LIVESTOCK
PERSONAL PROPERTY
COMPLETE
AUCTION SERVICF
Sunny View Angus Farm
ALBERT PETERSON
308-995-4943
Rt. 3, Box I 22
Holdrege, Nebrosko 68949
ROGER L. PETERSON
3oe-sls-t6zt
Rt. 3
Holdrege, Nebrosko 68949
WALDO FARMS DT]ROCS
SPF ACCREDITED BOARS & GILTS
tOO of mofe serviceable age boars for sale at all times
IOO youngef boars and | 50 oPen gilts o{f test each month
A few bred sows available
Our Durocs have topped or were second place pen at Senek Test Station three out of four times.
We had the most profitanrc barrow tested, based on cost of feed, use of facilities and value of
carcass. All pigs tested to date have averaged 2.25 pounds daily gain.
Champion carcass at the 1972 Sioux Falls Show was sired by a WALDO DUROC.
For One or A Truch Lood: CalI, Yisit or Write:
WILLARD WALDO MAX WALDO
402-683-5220 402'683'5225
DeWitt. Nebraska 68341
also featuring:
PRODUCTION TESTED
YORKSHIRES, SPF PRIMARY
HAMPSIIIRE SHEEP
A]YGUS
call, visit or write; GEORGE CAMMACK
Waldo Farms
DeWitt, Nebraska 6831L
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Bulls ol proven ability and
national reputotion ore being used in
The production of quolity Angus is the M-Q breeding progrom. Our herd sires hqve won in the Notionol
Shows ond their Get hove won. Our cqttle ore bred fo do good vork under ronch ond form conditions qnd
produce profit moking Angus up ond down the line . . . this foct is most importont to us ond should be to
you, the prospective buyer of good Angus seedstock.
ANGUS RANCH
17:e lLute lollotced a select
])t'o!J]'(1tn to derelop u
Iot ge, qtrul it t1 h.et d. that
is in. 
.ftrll ln orlttc:tiotr to
rr llotr t he prosltecli r.'e
buyer u gretter choice
o.f Att11t.ts bttlls anrl 
.fenLules
tt'ttlt cot t ett ttlpe atttl
ttreeding,
Box 609
HASTINGS, NEBRASKA
"Le+ty" Kluge, Cottle Superintendent
Ph: Off ice-463-3 l9l Ph: Ronch-462-9423@
Porfirable 
- 
Prolific 
- 
Dependable
FIER
tbe foundation
tr
,of FORDSAre
For Information or Assistance-Contact:
EBRASKA
EREFORD
ssoc IAT ro N
BERNARD C. PHIFER
Secretary-Manager
Phone 308-732 3498
MASON CITY. NEBRASKA
our enviable Bof Industu1
YOU Are Inuited, To:
NI,BRASKA HEREFORD TOUR
Eastern & Northeastern Area
September 17-I8, 1973
******
HEREFORD.A.RAMA
December 8, 1973
******
NEBASKA JUNIOR HEREFORDFIELD DAY
J.A.J. HEREFORD RANCHMinatare, Nebraska
June 16, 1973
NJHA PROGRESS SHOW
Broken Bow. Nebraska
Tune 2, 1973
**
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McADOO M2721
_ BACKED BY 
-
13 Years of Performance Records
7 Years of Carcass Records
MAIN HERD BULLS
McADoo M2Tzr by MTGUEL ACOSTA MGM McAYERY M10023 !v MIGUEL ACOSTA
owned with: 6";;F;;n, sioken Bow owned with: Mervin 4v.ttq, fofloT
fufia*"tt-Ai""autt, Showono Mrs' O' V' Teel, McCook
YOUR PERFORMANCE STOPI
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME MEMBER: AICA, ANCA, SCA, NCCA, NSGA & NBCIA
FOR DETAILS: ROGER P. FRENCH
FRENCH
CHAROLAIS RANCH
Mullen, Nebraska 69152
308-546-25 | 8
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PROVEN PERFORMANCE CHAROLAIS
EEEDLOTI ENCING
rNc.
Frank Bruning
BRUNING,
NEBRASKA
353-445s
WIRE-l,tESH-PANEtS
PIPE.TUBING
Whv Keep Rebuilding?
Build For A Lifetime!
ATB
POLLED SHORTHORNS
Arnold T. Bullcr
534-3s60
UTICA, NEBRASKA
Harty J. Slawnyk
534-3s64
68456
THINK PROFIT:
Many Block & Brid]e members wilt be the beef cattle leaders of tomorrow. some in the actualproduction of beef . . . others in a closely related. line of beef work. Whatever your line of endeavor,don't forget the extra profit potential in a beef operation based on Shorthorn and polled Shorthorn
orooo. Snorthorns grve vou _ _ _
...9xtra weaning weight without extra calving
difficulty
., . extra feedlot gains without extra feed. expense
... extra carcass grade without loss of size
Remember, too, over 30 recognized beef breeds,
including many of the largest, trace to short_
horn parentage. WHy? It's because SHORT_
HORNS PROFIT-MARK THEIR PROGENY
WHILE OTHER BREEDS MERELY COLOR.
MARK THEIRS.
AMERICAN SHORTHORN ASS'N.
8288 HAsCAI.I. STREET
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68124
NUN FARI\fiS
Registered:
DUROC
YORKSHIRE
POLAND CHINA
Quality Tested Breeding Stock
Nebraska Certified Seed
Ph. 295_2267
RURAL ROUTE I
OHIOWA, NEBRASKA 68416
Phone 578-331I
YOU BEST
T. W. GRAIN COMPANY, INC.
GRAIN-FEED-STORAGE
BULK DELIVERY
St. Edwqrd Phone 678-2442
CARTERS FARM STORE
rEtrU) & SEEL'5
HERBICIDES & PESTICIDES
St. Edword
WE STRIVE TO SERVE
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TON PLT]S BULL POWtrR
SLF PLD MODEST LAMP 34
Orrc of tl're most talked about
Pollccl Flcrcfolcl Rulss in Nc-
braska. \\rcighs 2225# in pas-
ture breeding condition.
Orr.ned rvith Alfred Schutte
antl Sons, Guidc Rock, Nebr.
Perfect Mixer 284 (Big Red)
A massive, moclern, muscular
inir i,lrrel. Sirc o{ Chatnpion
Hereforcl ancl Rescrvc Grand
at '72 Ncbr-aska Statc Fair. His
Iirst calf crop has becn out-
standirrg.
Breeding Cattle and Club
I\{r. Evcrything. Sotrs have
lrr'cn r ltantpioll\ or' ( llss \\'in-
ncrs at Denvcr, Chicago, Grass-
lancls and Ncbr. State Fair.
Calcass data olr his progeny is
outstancling.
Calves for Sale at All Times
Half brotl.rcr to Rollo Husker
anrl sif(: of some of our top
calvcs. His first daughtcr
shorvn rvas 4th out of 31 in
thc Spring Heifer Class at tl.re
'73 n"ational Western.
Clarence and Galen
Phone A.C. 308-536-2069
C. E. FREI\ZEN AND SONS
Marlin
536-2990
Fullerton,
Nebraska 68638
Also featuring:
,,COMMODORE" OF WYE
2330#, progeny averaged 534#.
ALECTUS OF CRAIGIE CMS
2130# progeny averaged 553#,
"BlG BANDY," Camilla Bandolier
M72X 2200#, 1971 bull calves aver-
aged 615#, 205 day. ADJ. 1971 heifer
calves averaged 537# 205 daY ADJ.
ANGUS
CONNEALY
MARTY & DONNIE CONNEATY RANCHWhitman, Nebraska 69366
308/458-2271
6B
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COU RTESY
of
''THE OTHER PLACE''
&
''LION LOUNGE''
at
Broken Bow, Nebraska
Dale Farrar, Proprietor
}L
Logan
?L
Whitewater
Summer pasture in Logan County, Nebraska
For Breeding or Feeding, yoLt cqn depend on:
MILLDALE COMMERCIAL HEREFORDS
Herd bull caliber sires.
Hard working carefully
H igh performance sfeer
for your feedlot.
o Select replacement heifers for your herd.
2000 calves and yearlings
available annuallY
,rr.."t>lr7' t/rt J/ , /Ve,lnal^lea|' lr"rtl ae*o'r/*l /t'*'il
MILLDALE RANCH COMPANY
a
o
o
E. H. Shoemuker North Platte, Nebraska 69101 Arthur Johnson, Manager
P. O. Box 672
308-532-0511
308 - 532- 3310
Gandy, Nebraska
selected cows.
calves and yearlings
President
Threemile Sunnyside
COW COUNTRY
A I[ [NC"/Fl\oll", 
-- 
r !
SPECIALISTS IN SEMEN SALES
Distributor fo, International Beel Breeders
LIMOUSIN SIMMENTAL
CH IAN INA MAIN E. ANJOU
GELBVIEH FLECKVIEH
LET US BE OF SERV/CE IN YOUR CROSSBREEDING PROGRA/A
Contact:
cow couNTRY A.t., lNc.
T. J. PETERS
P. O. Box 96
BROKEN BOW, NEBRASKA 68822
308-872-5809
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AUCTION CO.
oFFlcE, 308-532-086'l
NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA
GLEN HELBERG
532-2761
DON HELBERG
532-4212
JAMES CALHOUN
532-0249
ROGER HERRICK
532-0175
WESTERN LIVESTOCK Spence Angus Farms
HEART OF THE GOOD SANDHILL CATTLE
HOG SALE EVERY THURSDAY
we buy qnd sell c// c/osses ol cattle
CATTLE SALE EVERY FRIDAY
,,THANK YOU"
TRIANGLE-X ANGUS
Breeders of Qualiry Angus Cattle
Gordon & Mary Zeller & Family
Bellwood, Nebraska
402-536-4666
Terry Zeller
Ogallah, Kansas
9L3-7 43-678L
"NELLIE"
Granddaughter of Emulous 6137,
7st in c/ass at Ametican Royal
Junior Show.
Purple ribbon at Ak-SanBen.
ROB SPENCE at halter.
Chief Herd Sire . EMUTOUS 6137
A.D.G. 3.68; Yr. Wt. 1135
Tesfed at Holdenville 1966
1. Emulous 6'137 sired the top gaining Angus sire
group and top gaining individual at 1972 New-
ton, lowa lBlA Test completed in October in
completion with Angus bulls f rom 5 states. With
10 sons on test, he sired the 2nd,sth,6th,7th,
8th, and 2 sons tied for 1Oth on over-all index.
His 10 sons were all in the top t/z of the Angus
bulls tested.
2. In 197'l Ringling, Oklahoma Test, a son of Emu-
lous 6137 gained 4.29 and sold to Kenneth
Moore, Roxbury, Kansas for $2000.00.
3. Six sons have gained 4 lbs. or more in official
tests-4.00, 4.04, 4.18, 4.21, 4.29, and 4.36.
4, ln Holdenville Test 1969, six sons averaged 3.77
ADG; sons of Emulous 6137 were the third high
pen; third and sixth individuals.
5. In Noble Foundaiion Test 1970, sons ranked
first, third, fourth and eighth out of the 50 Angus
bulls tested.
6. In Ringling Test 1970, sons ranked first and
eighth out of 82 Angus bulls.
7. 34 sons tested in official gain tests have aver
aged 3.7 ADG in 140 day tests.
8. Sire of top selling bull at $4500.00 in'1970 De-
cember Saie at Ringling and sire of top selling
bu ll in Laf lin 1 971 Saie.
Semen at KABSU. Write for orices.
Visifors Welcome
ROBIN A. & ROBIN L. "ROB" SPENCE
CRAB ORCHARD & BEATRICE Route 1
402-223-5162
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NEBRASKA REGISTERED
AUG. 3,
SHEEP BREEDERS-TOP OF THE FTOCK SAIE
1973 
- 
IINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Board of Directors
Willard Waldo, DeWitt
Harry Hart, Cozad
Warren Roe, Superior
lohn Hodges, Julian
Earl Christensen, Fremont
Secretary
Ted Doane
U of N-L
HAMPSHIRES
suFForKs
CORRIEDAI.ES
CHEVIOTS
SHROPSHIRES
DORSETS
Always lst Friday in August
HORSE EQUTPMENT
COWBOY BOOTS
AMERICAN HATS
LEATHER GOODS
SADDLE REPAIR
BELTS & CHAPS
TICKING ANGUS RANCH
Featuring EMULOUS and BLOGARDE Btoodtines
By official Test, They are the High Gaining,
High Cutting, and Efficient Feeding Angus
Records of performance on both registered and
commercial cattle avai,abie for your inspection.
Member of NBCIA since its founding; testing bulls
at Central Test Stations same.
CTYDE and CHARTES LICKING
SENECA, NEBRASKA 69161
NORTH PTATTE SADDIERY
''HIS & HER SHOP''
THE MALL, NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA
GENE CAIN, owner 308-534-2455
Walnut Grove Products
DIVISION OF W. R. GRACE & CO.
ATLANTIC, IOWA
50022
Ronald Elznic
Sales/Service Represenrative
Geneva, Nebraska 6836L
Phone 402-759-3013Box 149
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308 - 639 -3232
HELP vourselr to a
SEMINAR, our senior herdsire, sired top indexing
boar over all breeds at 1972 SENEK Fall Test.
HOFFMAN HAMPSHIRE!
We are building a total breeding program around
production records, carcass information and show
ring results. STOP BY ANYTIME.
Computerized Farm Testing Program
MAX & WILLARD
WILBER, NEBRASKA 402-989-4478
ATTENTION
SENEK
the complete testing lacility
for information, contact:
674- 3311 SENEK 674-3371
Wymore, Nebraska
Roger Kubicek, Manager
645 - 3319
fia PRoDUcERS:
get involved
at
KRIVOLAVEK DUROCS
Quality belore Quantity
They pass the fests/ Come check them out!
HK DANDY DUKE
'HF,lH+J5f; ."8fi Xfi f'ElIEoT;"
* Our herd ranks gth Nationally in the production of Certified Meat Litters, the only Nebraska herd in
the too 50.
* We build our reputation through continuous on-the farm performance testing and back that, informa-
tion with Swine Testing Statidns. The 1972 Spring pigs'are being tested at Wymore, Clarkson and
Macombe, lllinois.
ALLEN KRIVOLAVEK HENRY KRIVOLAVEK
DORCHESTER, NEBRASKA
402-946-3011402-946 -2856
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YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCO/AE
ALEXANDER sndrHERs' POLLED
HERD 5IRE5
APH Woodrow 2
APH Lamp 84
HCJ Beau Mod. Lamp 3
APH Super Woodrow
COW HERD
Domestic Mischief
Domestic Woodrows
Lamplighter
Triple Real
Banner Domino
a
(5th Son of Barney)
APH WOODROW 2 BARNEY-The Complete Sire 
'
Borney is siring top colves from cows of oll Bloodlines. He is o yellow bull with quolity os well os size.
A 100o/o Dehorner, these cottle ore oll cleon pedigreed. STOP AND LOOK THEM OVERI I
LYONs, NEBRASKA 68038
Farm Located 3 Miles West, 1 Mile North, and 1/+ Mile East of Lyons
Wally Alexander Jim Alexander Joe Alexander Bill Alexander
402-687 -2578 402-687 -2785 402-687 -2506 402-687 -2578
HAYTHORNE
LAN D and CATT LE COMPANY
QUARTER HORSES
BELGIAN HORSES
STOCKER and FE EDER CALVES
WALDO HAYTHORNE
Arfhur, Nebraska
308 - 764 -2511
HEREFORDS
VEROLA FARMS
REGISTERED ANGUS
HERD SIRES:
NU BARDOLIERMERE OO32
H CANADIAN RANGER 3
VEROLAS MARSHALL PRIDE II43
VIS/IORS WELCOIAE
VERN, ZEOI.A DOMEIER & SONS
SUTTON, NEBRASKA
773-6161
ALBERT KASSIK, JR.
TEONARD KASSIK
CUSTOM FEED GRINDING,
MIXING AND PELLETING
KASSIK FORMULA FEEDS
MANUFACTURING
KASSIKS SUNCURED ALFALFA MEALS
MILTIGAN & RAVENNA,
NEBRASKA
PATTERSON
FOR YOUR IIVESTOCK NEEDS
A Complete line of Catfle Equipment
Cattle headgaies
Farm Gates
Loading Chutes
Corrals
Squeeze Chutes
Calf Cradles
Calf Creeps
Foot Trimming Tables
Stock Racks
5cales
lruin Livestock Trailers
Ritchey Ear Tags
All types of show and
grmming equipment
Write fm mail ordcr catalDg!
PATTERSON SUPPTY CO.
P. O. Box 3os Phore: 515/385'2180
cotuNs. lowA 50055
A straight Eileenmere bred sire which we raised.
He weighed 1640 pounds at 20 months'
LET A SON OR GRANDSON OF "MR. BEEF''
TO PERFORMANCE WITH SIZE AND OUALITY.
MR. BEEF (Black Band Barmaid)
MINERT ANGUS RANCH
Ranch located 3 miles
East of Dunning on Hi-
way 91 to sign then 3
miles southeast.
Lowell & Carroll Minert
Dunning, Nebraska
308/538-2676402-629-2335 308-452-3971
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"$ffiffiffiFffiffi91s
MISSOUL
Sc Miss Mack l8l-Class Winner 1973
BY TT MCK COMMAND 387
THE MOST PROMIT,{ET{T FEEDLOT A]VD
CARCASS PERFORMAI,{CE FAMILY IT! AMERICA
SALE-NOVEMBER I
S.lr^--e-^' e-fl-' e-r'^?ry
PALISADE, NEBRASKA 69040
roDlv#k
ffi
srcNs oF QUALTTY
DON'T SPEND MONEY FOR A BULL,
INVEST IT,
With VTM and W Bor Production Tested Herelord Bulls
HERD SIRES:
VTM COLO PRINCE by COLO DOMINO r8v
SKYLINER ... ... by HDR ADV ONWARD T346
SC MCK SCULPTOR 194 .... ....... ... by TT MCK COMMAND 387
FH BO ASTER 060 . . . by PHR ASTER LAD 49
Jointly Owned by Faulhaber lferefords and Waggoner Herefords
_VISITONS ALWAYS WELCOME-
VINCENT & THYRA MARVIN
VTM HEREFORDS
Imperial, Nebr. 69033
Phone: 308-882-5235
LANRY K. & CYNTHIA WHITE
W BAR HEREFORDS
Imperial, Nebr. 69033
Phone: 308-882-5689
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BUY BRAND
ANGUS CATTTE
FOR SA[E:
BOARS
BUtts AND
CAtF CROP
ANNUAT[Y
€lork Volk ond his Chompion Morket Hog. Joy Volk ond his 1973 chompion heifer'
A Cow Herd Thot Produced-
l96B Junior Futurity Chompion Femole
1970 Junior Futurity Chompion Steer
I973 JUNIOR FUTURITY RES. CHAMPION FEMALE
Herd Sire-ALESCON OF CRAIGIE MC 70 (Bis 70)
by Alextus of Croigie, o Certified Meot Sire.
Owned with Horry Fornhom, Nebrosko Livestock Forms, Inc.
J & C ANGUS E. HAMPSHIRES
Bob, Jeonette, Joy ond Clqrk Yolk
ARLINGTON, NEBRASKA
J
At the Bull Form, Eost Hwy. 30
PHONE 402/478-4350
HAAAPSHIRE HOGS
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Block & Bridle would like to
"Thank Yotr,"
1973 Annual Advertisers,
for your support to our club. We
appreciate your help!
SCFII.IRR TOP ANGI.IS RANCH
I SCHURR BROTHERS
CATTLE
Our ANGUS
GAIN
"VISITORS
FOR SALE
Grow Big-Fast
TESTEI)
WELCOME''
JOHN 308-569.2520
%mi.N
FARNAM,
CALL
JERRY 308-569-2476
k 3V2 mi. W of
NEBRASKA 69029
At the Double "1", you can always corral a
bargain! Whatever you pick-out will have quality,
partner, cause it was hand - selected bV Leon and
Linda.
Come see lo, yourselt'
the DOUBLE CORRAL"Ltt
LEON & LINDA OLSEN, Proprietors
BELMONT SHOPPING CENTER
Lincoln. Nebraska
#j*F*
.-
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In fhe BEEF business . . .
Tie into profit with
the
Maverick Five Outfit, Inc.
P. O. Drawer 6248
Sheridan, Wyoming 82801
(3O7) 672-3428

